WHAT YOU MUST
KNOW ABOUT
GLOBAL PAYROLL

Why it matters
Managing the complexity of payroll for a global workforce isn’t
easy: paying employees across the globe offers legal, cultural,
compliance and data quality challenges.
Anita Lettink
SVP Strategy
& Alliances,
NGA HR

Whether you are moving to the HR Cloud, dealing with workforce
fluctuations as a result of M&A activity, or looking to effectively
manage complexity and compliance, going from local to global
payroll is complex, especially if you want to deliver a seamless
employee experience.
We often see transformation projects pause when someone
asks: “But, what about payroll?”
As you embark on your global payroll journey, we want you to be
successful, so you can:

> Deliver compliant, accurate and reliable payroll services that
rapidly scale

> Solve payroll integration challenges when moving to the
HR cloud

> Gain insights in workforce data, to help you plan and optimize
business spend
This guide defines the key factors driving global payroll that you
can use as a starting point. We hope you find it useful.
Happy reading.

Which payroll challenges do companies worry about most?
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Accurately apply local
requirements

Standardize payroll
process
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24%

Maintain compliance
& security

Other
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Timing is everything
When your company moves to the HR cloud, it’s an excellent time to
discuss global payroll. The Integration between HR and payroll will come
up sooner rather than later, and it’s critical for data quality. You don’t
want to end up in the situation where local payrolls must be maintained
separately because the integration issue wasn’t addressed at the start.

> Check to see if your cloud HR solution offers integrated, localized
payrolls and evaluate if those are an option.

Keep in mind that payroll is a backoffice process. While it means a
change for HR and payroll professionals, an employee will only notice
the change after go-live, when they receive their new (interactive)
payslip. No large-scale change programs are required.
Running a global payroll project simultaneously with a cloud HR
migration is possible if you plan well and it’s critical to continue paying
employees accurately and timely.

> Does your HR cloud system capture all data fields needed to run
payroll? If not, where will that data come from?

> What’s the integration strategy? Can existing payrolls become part of
a global payroll approach via integration?

> Determine if countries have burning payroll platforms (out of support,
end of contract?) When possible, they go first, to mitigate risks and
ensure continued service.

> How is the country spread? Most companies have a few ‘big head’
countries and many small ‘long tail’ countries. While small countries
are easier to migrate, a wave planning with a mix of small and large
countries lowers risk and spreads the staffing evenly over the duration
of the project. It also gives the project team the opportunity to fine
tune the approach.

10%
42%

are developing one

of companies follow a global
payroll strategy

Understand the value
Depending on your business situation, the value of global payroll might
be the peace of mind in knowing that your payroll systems are accurate,
compliant and agile enough to allow you to respond to changing market
conditions, legal requirements and support company growth.
Or, if you’ve already solved the basics, value could be a simple and
seamless employee experience, offering interactive payslips, easy user
inputs and helpful visual analysis of your payroll data.
The first step is creating a complete and detailed overview of your
existing HR & payroll landscape, from a people, technology and cost
perspective.
When a multi-country payroll project is properly planned, using proven
technology, engaging an implementation and service delivery partner
that knows what they are doing and having the absolute support of your
business, the project will deliver:

> financial benefits
> a significant reduction in risk
> compliance
> insights in global workforce
> refocus existing resources away from low-value transactional work
toward high-value strategic HR initiatives
The definitive guide to global payroll outsourcing ensures you tick all
the boxes in terms of unlocking value.
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Unclutter your payroll
Visibility is key, especially when you must assert your payroll is
compliant. Before you embark on a global payroll journey, take a deep
dive to examine every step: from data entry and payroll calendars to
compliance and scheduling.

If you continue to run payroll inhouse, use a design thinking approach
that focuses on delivering outcomes with the new payroll solutions.
Also, see what you can do to slim down your payroll process and if you
can incorporate automation with the help of the IT function.

This review is critical to find areas to streamline and improve efficiency.
It also serves as an honest assessment: does it makes sense to run
your own payroll in all countries or should you look to payroll specialists
who could tidy things for you based on industry best practices?

And if you are outsourcing, accept that your future solution runs on your
outsourcing partner’s proven best practice and technology, contract
deliverables and outcomes while letting them organize the service.

It’s an excellent time to say goodbye to some of the ways you have
done things in the past and accept that they are not part of the
efficiencies of your future. Your payroll inventory might uncover:

> Payments that should not be part of payroll
> Changes made without the proper authorizations
> Unorganized, redundant and unnecessary payroll tasks
> Custom reports that produce data that is duplicated in other 
standard reports

> Multiple pay cycles that could be consolidated
> Regulatory compliance that is not adhered to
> Absence of a business continuity plan
> Resource gaps due to upcoming retirement
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It’s all about data
Payroll is the bedrock of personnel data, an important data repository
that payroll professionals maintain and that business leaders can derive
value from.
Today’s payroll is no longer just about paying people. It’s about
managing data; handling, controlling and securing personal data in an
environment where tax, employment and workplace legislation is ever
more complex and non-compliance fines are increasing and more
firmly administered.
Regulators have also discovered data and analytics. They recognize that
the more information they can get from your payroll, the more data they
have that they can use for regulating taxation, regulating businesses,
and possibly generating new revenue streams when businesses
struggle to comply.
For business leaders, multi-country payroll provides a solid base for
global workforce insights. When they understand where the costs are
and what is driving costs within each department or country, down
to the employee level, they make better decisions. When overtime or
salaries outside of the norm are not hidden at the metaphorical bottom
of the stack, a leader is given the opportunity to react and correct
quickly.
The reward of having access to accurate data on headcount, turnover,
cost and other metrics, allows for genuinely informed decision-making
and enables future predictive workforce analytics.

Create a compelling
business case
Business cases regularly overstate the potential benefits of HR
transformation and/or outsourcing and understate the current costs
related to transactional HR and payroll. The TCO aspect of the business
case must consider all current costs, including the often-forgotten
hidden costs. The first step is to develop a well-researched business
case that clearly communicates objectives, strategies, benefits and
risks; and includes a commercially sensible plan.
A global payroll solution will deliver a number of key strategic benefits
including:

> analytics from a single source of truth
> reduced risk of fraud and
> enhanced compliance with legislative operating environments
A true business case is more than simply a financial plan — it should
include an evaluation of options (including the option to do nothing) as
well as the identification of risks and opportunities, change implications,
scope and a roadmap for delivering the solution. There are several
approaches to developing the business case, from the “going it alone”
approach of creating your own plan to working with a Sourcing Advisor
(recommended).
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50%

It’s critical to be compliant
of companies report problems
with over and under payments

Most companies aren’t experts in the complicated world of regulations.
But they are legally responsible for any misrepresentation or failure to
accurately report. Mistakes can lead to costly audits and fines.
The challenges and complexities of maintaining a compliance program
can’t be underestimated. Just think about the GDPR in Europe: PII data
about employees residing in European countries can’t be moved outside of
the European Union without the proper guarantees and policies in place.
The US uses Sarbanes-Oxley and Japan adopted an equivalent. India and
Russia have introduced their own privacy laws. Abiding by these rules
and regulations will continue to impact the payroll processes of your
organization. Compliance is an accelerating trend that’s just beginning.
Ask yourself:

> When was the last time your company was fined, and how often does
that happen?

> Can you stay current with rules, regulations, and changes in salary
provisions and tax rates?

> Do you know that for all the countries where you operate?
> Can you guarantee the board of directors that payroll is compliant
everywhere?
The answers to these questions tell you how well you are managing
compliance, and what potential risks you run. Maybe it’s time to think
about outsourcing payroll. Choose a vendor that has a department
dedicated to stay aware of regulatory updates and ask them to show
you their update approach.
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Seamlessly connect the dots
You might assume that payroll starts when it’s ready to run, but
that’s not true. Payroll starts the moment employee data is entered
or changed in the HR solution. Payroll is about making sure every
employee receives the correct amount at the right time, where all steps
are compliant and auditable. A seamless connection between the HR
and payroll solution(s) is of critical importance.
When you migrate to the HR Cloud, does it capture all payroll data?
If not, where does data input happen? How do you connect to each
local payroll?
Point-to-point integrations are complex and costly. You also run the risk
of synchronization errors, when administrators update the local payroll
system instead of the global HR master.
The best approach? A single, certified integration to your cloud HR
solution, that tracks and evaluates all data changes and distributes them
to the appropriate local payroll via certified interfaces.

This ‘middleware’ layer integrates HR with local payrolls. Make sure it:

> Seamlessly connects the global HR solution with all country payroll engines
> Provides all local data fields and forms required for payroll
> Delivers audit and compliance reporting
> Is bi-directional, so data like payslips can be sent back to the HR cloud
> Offers a great employee experience
Verify that the global HR cloud integration and local payroll integrations are
certified. This ensures that all parties involved have standardized the information
exchange and accept each other’s data, that the integrations are maintained
between versions, and that they are future-proof.

Ready to outsource?

69%
64%

of companies see outsourcing
as a way to reduce costs

When it comes to outsourcing global payroll, experience is key. You’re
only doing this once. The expertise of an experienced sourcing advisor
adds value. Talk to recent clients before you sign and exclude the firm from
the bidding process.
Running multi-country payroll is a specialized service. Before you write the
RFP, work with the top two potential vendors to understand how your
business requirements align to their standard Scope of Services.

of companies outsource for
business transformation

Accept that your future solution will use your outsourcing partner’s proven
best practice and technology. Evaluate their analyst recognition and talk
to their clients.
If you want to outsource payroll, spend a day or more in a large-scale
payroll outsourcing center with the people who will manage your
service. It allows you to truly understand the operational elements of
payroll outsourcing, compliance, integration and data management.
And it gives you a first-hand glimpse of what industrialized best practices
look like.
A global payroll partner provides flexibility and supports market entry into
new geographies, headcount expansion or contraction within an existing
geography or exit from current geography altogether.
They will also innovate and infuse their services with technologies like
RPA, artificial intelligence and blockchain. It’s difficult to justify these
investments for your internal HR department. Work with your partner to
understand how innovation will be applied to service delivery and how to
unlock future value.
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Simple is best
Payroll is complex. Every other year, we survey the global payroll
community to understand how local changes contribute to
payroll complexity. We find that the regulatory environment is
growing more complex every year, but that company plans are a
factor as well.
A global payroll program is an excellent time to evaluate if there’s
potential to simplify payroll. There are 2 areas to look at: the payroll
process itself and the company salary and compensation plans.
Pay attention to grandfathered items.

> What is the simplest process that you can design? For each
process step, consider what would happen if you removed it.

> For every report or file that you generate, is it necessary? To
facilitate the decision: would you pay for it?

> Which steps can be automated and run without human touch?
> While you must adhere to CLA’s and comply with local legislation,
how many company-specific plans are offered? Can you combine
them or eg replace them with a monetary allowance?

> Do you have grandfathered plans? If there are just a few
employees left on the plan, it’s a good time to talk to the union or
works council and see if, within legal boundaries, you can transfer
them to existing plans.
Always look at it from a business case perspective: every process
step and every plan require maintenance and add complexity.
Although it might take you a bit longer to negotiate with employees
and simplify plans, it’s usually well worth the time (and they might
have some suggestions too!).

Measure – and celebrate - success
Ask yourself this: when you are done, how will you know if your global
payroll program has been successful?
It may seem an obvious question, but it is surprisingly difficult to answer.
Doing so will have positive implications both during the implementation in
helping you determine if the program is on track, and at the close of the
initiative. Defining what success looks like will enable you to clearly state
that the project is complete. Here are a couple of suggestions:

> Have you delivered the financial business case?
> Have you executed on the planning and made the deadlines?
> Most of all, have you achieved the benefits you expected to gain?
> Are your business leaders able to gain insights from global
workforce data?

The other benefit of measuring success? You need to continuously
measure the status quo – how else would you be able to track progress?
Set clear, absolute, measurable objectives and record progress as you go
through the project, to keep track of your accomplishment against targets.
Be realistic: KPIs can change over time to reflect new priorities, but you
should track them monthly in order to highlight performance trends.
And when the global payroll has been delivered, take time to celebrate
with the team. You’ve achieved a result that will bring value to your
company for a long time!
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About NGA HR
We innovate HR and Payroll for today –
and tomorrow!
NGA HR supports clients around
the world with their HR and payroll
transformation initiatives.
Our proven FastTrack approach helps
you implement multi-country payroll in
the cloud.
If you are looking to outsource payroll,
we provide a service model that fits
your needs: from maintaining payroll
solutions to managed payroll services
including voice and data entry support
for employees.
More info?

www.ngahr.com

